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Abstract- Technology has a great impact on every part of lives, which also includes our day-to-day habits. In present scenario, fields like artificial intelligence and machine learning are on great boom. With the help of advancement in these fields, large number of people are interacting through the system via chat bots and voice assistants. Considering above factors, this project is aimed to implement the Machine Learning based Chat Bot Song Recommender System that includes chat bot to assist user and recommend songs using the Natural Language Processing. In this paper we will discuss methodology, algorithms and the flow of the system. Keywords: Interactive Chat Bot, Interactive System User Interface, Recommender System, MYSQL Server, Natural Language Processing, Sentimental Analysis.

I. EXISTING SYSTEM
Technology has a great impact on every part of lives, which also includes our day-to-day habits. In present scenario, fields like artificial intelligence and machine learning are on great boom. With the help of advancement in these fields, large number of people are interacting through the system via chat bots and voice assistants. Considering above factors, this project is aimed to implement the Machine Learning based Chat Bot Song Recommender System that includes chat bot to assist user and recommend songs using the Natural Language Processing. In this paper we will discuss methodology, algorithms and the flow of the system. Keywords: Interactive Chat Bot, Interactive System User Interface, Recommender System, MYSQL Server, Natural Language Processing, Sentimental Analysis.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system work develops a personalized system, where the user's current emotion is analyzed with the help of the chat bot. The chat bot identifies the user's Sentiment by chat conversation with the user. Based on the input provided by the user, current emotion or mood is analyzed by the chat bot and it will suggest song to the user. The objective of our application is to identify the mood expressed by the user and once the mood is identified, songs are played by the application. The application solves the basic needs of music listeners without troubling them as existing applications do.

High-Level Approach
- User starts the conversation
- Emotional Analysis of the conversation is done using the IBM Emotional API
- Get the reply to the conversation from the Cake chat Chatbot
- Based on the Emotion which the app perceives, top songs are retrieved using Last.fm songs API
- If a user listens to a particular song for some time, a similar song would be recommended to the user using Last.fm API.

Primary goals
- Setting up an open-source project locally and handling the errors being faced
- Using multiple services to build up a new service over them.
- Having a real-world chatbot, to which you can literally chat like you chatting to a real person and enjoying the music recommended by the system.
III. USECASE DIAGRAM

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) Algorithm: SVD could also be a matrix factorization technique that is typically wont to diminish the quantity of feature of a dataset by reducing the matrix from N space to K space where K < N. For the point of the guidance framework be that as it may, we are just interested about the matrix factorization part keeping same dimensional. The matrix factorization is completed on the user item ratings matrix built.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a survey and methodology for building the chat bot song recommender system. To perform this, we first identified various approaches for building a chat bot known to date. We then evaluated the considered algorithms which are useful in building of our system in terms of their ability to work on the recommendation process of the system. We also gathered all the requirements needed for building our system and studied the overall process involved in chat bot's working. Lastly we summarized the deployment requirements of our system. On the conclusion note our “Chat bot Song Recommender System” is used to facilitate the use by people to automate and give them better music player experience. The application solves the basic needs of music listeners without troubling them as existing applications do.
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